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Everseat Joins ADP AdvancedMD Marketplace to Provide Innovative Solutions for Private Practices
Cloud Healthcare App and Services Marketplace Includes Technology that Enables Providers to Fill Open
Appointments through Real-Time Notification App
Baltimore, MD – Apr. 20, 2015 – Everseat today announced it has joined the ADP® AdvancedMD®
Marketplace to help private medical practices solve the problem of same-day / next-day schedule gaps.
Unfilled appointments mean lost revenue for physicians and lost opportunities for patients. Everseat is a
dynamic waitlist that allows real-time notification to the patient population for any unclaimed or available
appointments. Everseat's mobile-ready app enables patients to find & book open appointments quickly &
easily right from the convenience of their smart phones.
Everseat has partnered with ADP AdvancedMD, a leader in EHR practice management, and pioneer of Big
Data reporting for smaller medical practices. The Marketplace allows independent medical practices to
extend the power of ADP AdvancedMD with cloud apps and services to build a better practice.
“We created the AdvancedMD Marketplace to provide our clients with the most comprehensive selection
of leading tools and services, and the goal of an efficient workflow for their practice,” said Shane Curtis,
VP of Business Development. “Our objective has always been to make our technologies more flexible,
more insightful and ultimately, more unified with the simplicity that practices need to manage a
technology ecosystem with minimal IT knowledge or involvement.”
“The team at AdvancedMD is focused on efficient workflow,” said Kristen Shaab, VP of Marketing for
Everseat. “Everseat is a great fit for this marketplace and we are delighted to be a partner. AdvancedMD
enables the provider to streamline the administrative tasks and dedicate more time and energy to the
patient. Everseat is a valuable part of this ecosystem.”
The Marketplace includes more than 60 products and services, selected for their ability to improve the
productivity of practices using AdvancedMD software. More than two-thirds of the products are from
third-party companies, such as Everseat.

Additional Resources
● Become a fan of Everseat
● Follow Everseat on Twitter
● Visit Everseat on the Marketplace
● Experience the AdvancedMD Marketplace
● Read more on the AdvancedMD blog
About Everseat
Everseat is a technology platform that facilitates scheduling between organizations and consumers.
Everseat enables service providers to make open appointments available immediately, for same day as
well as longer-term appointments. Consumers can quickly and easily find and schedule appointments
from the free Everseat mobile app. Last minute availability is posted and claimed in real time,
significantly increasing efficiency and profitability while improving consumer satisfaction.
For more information, visit Everseat online at www.everseat.com or call 888-899-9506.

